A non-profit organisation RUN by PASSIONATE volunteers

We give entrepreneurs the
one thing they cannot buy.

We give them TIME.

We help startups find the people they need to
solve their next big challenge.
We break down barriers and create relationships
across industries, experience, gender, age and
geography, between people who want to share
knowledge and skills to create healthy and
sustainable businesses.
We know how what seems like a small effort from
one person can be a huge gift to another.

Join the
movement
TIME:ANGELS enables conversations that would
otherwise not be taking place.
Our community is only possible with the help of
dedicated volunteers, who ensure that all events
are executed professionally with an intimate and
authentic atmosphere.
In return, our volunteers make a real difference
for entrepreneurs, expand their network with a
lot of people willing and open to share their
knowledge, and gain insights into the different
aspects required to succeed with a business.

The Time:Turner
Our Time:Turner is a meeting at eye level without division
between those who need help and those with something to
give. People meet people, as startups and Time Angels gather
for the Time:Turner without pitches or titles.
Our Event Angels are responsible for facilitating the evening
for a group of Time Angels meeting four startups to hear about
their challenges.
Each startup presents their business and biggest, most
imminent challenge, and the Time Angels ask questions to
better understand the issues. We ‘turn time’ with the
hourglasses until all startups have met all Time Angels.

The meetings are characterized by curiosity, energy and
mutual respect. Respect for those who dare to put their ideas
into practice and respect for those who want to see it succeed.

What does an
Event Angel do?
Our local Event Angels support the four annual events held in
their own city. Before each event, they help us share info about
the upcoming Time:Turner to their network, so we fill every
seat well in advance of the event.
A week before the event, we meet for a virtual talk about how
to delegate tasks and responsibilities.
On the day of the event, we meet 1½ hour before for a joint
meal and a talk about the startups coming.
At the beginning of the event, everyone takes their places (ie.
registration, reception of entrepreneurs or Time Angels etc.).
When everyone has arrived, each Event Angel will go to their
assigned group, which they are responsible for for the rest of
the evening.

When the event is over, we round off, clean up and help each
other get everyone out the door in a timely manner. ☺

Diversity in
entrepreneurship
We make it possible for everyone to contribute to a
startup, regardless of their experience, skills and
industry. Our Time Angels are employees who want
to be inspired; those who are considering to become
entrepreneurs; researchers and students who want
to apply their theoretical knowledge; and all those
who just want to give back.
Naturally, we support diversity among our Event
Angels, and encourage everyone to join us regardless
of ethnicity, nationality, sexuality or religion.

Become an Event Angel
by reaching out here:
hello@timeangels.co
timeangels.co
+5377 5150

